
Y our dog’s teeth are made up of the same com-
ponents as all other mammal teeth, including 
yours. Without regular brushing and periodic 
professional cleanings, a soft, sticky film of 

bacteria called plaque builds up on your teeth. Eventually, 
plaque accumulates and hardens into calculus, allowing 
millions of bacteria to move into your gums and the struc-
tures that hold the teeth in place. 

The first sign of gum disease in people is bleeding when 
brushing. Eventually, decay, gum recession, and tooth loss 
occur. As time goes on, the infected gums recede, and the 
teeth rot (usually painfully) and ultimately fall out.

WHY DO DOGS NEED DENTAL CARE?
Many people think dogs don’t need dental care because 
they come from wolves, and wild animals like wolves don’t 
have their teeth brushed or scaled. While that’s true, keep 
in mind that not only is a wolf’s diet different from what our 
pets eat, but the shape of a dog’s mouth, the size of its teeth, 
and the way they all fit together are also different. 

The size and shape of dogs’ mouths vary depending on 
their breed. The teeth of many canine breeds are crowd-
ed compared with wolves’ teeth because dogs have a 
smaller jaw and a more rounded face. What’s more, our 
dogs live longer than their wild ancestors, who don’t of-
ten live long enough to experience severe dental disease. 

The fact is that up to 85% of 
pets have periodontal disease 
by the time they reach age 3. 
And, as in people, this results 
in bad breath, painful chewing, 
and tooth loss.

We know home dental care 
is a commitment, but it’s not 
as hard or time-consuming as 
you might think. Just follow 
these simple guidelines and 
see what you can achieve.

READY, SET, BRUSH!
It’s best to start a dental care routine with clean teeth, such 
as when adult teeth first come in or after a professional den-
tal cleaning. If you can already see tartar at your dog’s gum 
line, realize that brushing may impede the tartar’s destruc-
tive process but won’t remove the tartar itself. 
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Ideally, teeth should be brushed ev-
ery day, but any brushing is better 
than none. The process should not be 
a struggle for you or your pet, so take 
it slow, offer lots of praise, and have fun 
while improving your dog’s health.

Preparing
As with most jobs, better tools make 
it easier to accomplish your task and 
provide more effective results. When 
it comes to selecting a toothbrush, size 
matters. The best brush to use is one 
with soft bristles that you can hold at 
an angle that’s comfortable for both you 
and your pet. Your hand should not be 
inside your dog’s mouth. We can offer 
recommendations based on your dog’s 
individual oral anatomy.

You can opt to start with a finger 
toothbrush, which is a piece of tex-
tured rubber that you place over your 
finger to massage your dog’s teeth and 
gums. Finger brushes allow you to 
reach the spaces between teeth where 
bacteria and tartar thrive, particularly 
in small dogs. 

You’ll also need to use a toothpaste 
that’s made just for dogs. Human tooth-
paste contains artificial sweeteners 
that can be harmful to dogs. And, as 
much as we may enjoy a minty-tasting 
toothpaste, most dogs do not. Canine 
toothpaste comes in flavors they like, 
such as chicken and beef.

Brushing
Start slowly with the toothbrush or fin-
ger brush of your choice. Put some dog 
toothpaste on the brush, and let your 
dog lick it off. Once he looks forward to 
getting the toothpaste, lift the lips with 
your fingers and brush the teeth that 
you can reach easily in the front of the 
mouth. Don’t worry if you only get a few 
teeth the first week or so. 

Once your dog is used to the idea of 
having his teeth brushed, begin to work 
the toothbrush like you would your 
own—over both sides of all the teeth. 
Realize this may takes weeks to achieve 
and you may never get your dog to stop 

trying to chew the brush. Just relax, 
and do the best you can. 

START SMALL
Like any new habit, start small and in-
crease success by adding a new habit 
on top of one you already have. That 
makes for the greatest chance of suc-
cess. Brush your dog’s teeth at night or 
in the morning when you brush your 
own teeth. And remember, profession-
al dental cleanings should be a part of 
his healthiest life, but good home care 
may help you your pet go longer be-
tween cleanings. 
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When Not to Brush
NEVER attempt home care if you 
think your dog may bite you. 
Discontinue if your dog growls, 
snaps, or begins to panic. Call or 
visit us, and we’ll help find a bet-
ter way for you to keep your dog’s 
mouth as healthy as possible.

H ow sociable and self-assured 

your kitten grows up to be 

depends largely on her expe-

riences early in life. Exposing 

kittens to a wide variety of people, plac-

es, and situations that they are likely 

to encounter over their lifetime—while 

they are still young—can foster good 

grown-up behavior. These positive and 

diverse experiences will make your kit-

ten more likely to enjoy social in-

teractions and novel experiences 

without fear or aggression in the 

future. This is what kitten so-

cialization is all about. 
The ideal time to socialize 

your kitten is when she is 

between 4 and 14 weeks of 

age. Planning, prepara-
tion, and positive rein-

forcement are the keys 
to successful socializa-

tion. By providing favor-
ite treats and toys during so-

cialization, your kitten will associate 

desirable things with experiences, 

thus creating positive and pleas-

ant memories.
PEOPLE, OTHER PETS,  

AND NOISESTo acclimate your kitten to 

her forever home, expose 

her to all sorts of other 

people, pets, visitors, and 
noises. This i n -

cludes people not only of different ages, 

races, genders, and sizes but also peo-

ple wearing hats or glasses and people 

with wheelchairs or walkers. Typical 

household noises can include appli-

ances (dishwasher, blender), vacuums, 

radios, and televisions. Allow people to 

gently handle your kitten’s paws, ears, 

mouth, and body. Be sure to provide 

lots of positive reinforcement in asso-

ciation with these different.HOW TO BRUSH YOUR PUPPIES

 to other pets, it’s best do so grad-

ually. Because a cat’s sense of 

smell is very important, you 

might try transferring some 

of the smells of other pets 

onto your kitten before mak-

ing introductions. It can also 

help to introduce the ani-
mals to each other when 

they are separated by a 

baby gate or cracked door. 

This allows them to meet each 

other by scent first. Introduce kit-

tens to calm, gentle dogs at first, 

preferably while the dog is 

leashed. Oxf course, be sure 

to separate the animals if ei-

ther of them shows signs of 

aggression. Oxf course, be 

sure to separate the animals if 
either of them shows 
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Brush at the same time each 
day so he’ll come 

to expect it.

H ow so-ciable and self-assured your 
kitten grows up to be depends large-

ly on her experiences early in life. Exposing kittens 

to a wide variety of people, places, and situations that they 

are likely to encounter over their lifetime—while they 

are still young—can foster good grown-up behavior. 

These positive and diverse experiences will make 

your kitten more likely to enjoy social interactions 

and novel experiences without fear or aggression 

in the future. This is what kitten socialization is 

all about. The ideal time to socialize your kitten is when she 

is between 4 and 14 weeks of age. Planning, prepara-

tion, and positive reinforcement are the keys to success-

ful socialization. By providing favorite treats and toys during 

socialization, your kitten will associate desirable things with 

experiences, thus creating positive and pleasant memories.

TRAVELLING HOMETo acclimate your kitten to her forever home, expose her to all 

sorts of other people, pets, visitors, and noises. This includes 

people not only of different ages, 

races, genders, and sizes but also 

people wearing hats or glasses and 

people with wheelchairs or walk-

ers. Typical household noises can 

include appliances (dishwasher, 

blender), vacuums, radios, and 

t e l e -
visions. Allow people to gently 

handle your kitten’s 
paws, ears, mouth, and body. Be sure to pro-

vide lots 

of positive reinforcement. Be sure to provide lots of positive 

reinforcement.
SETTING UP THE CAGE

 to other pets, it’s best do so gradually. Because a cat’s sense 

of smell is very important, you might try transferring some 

of the smells of other pets onto your kitten before making in-

troductions. It can also help to introduce the animals to each 

other when they are separated by a baby gate or cracked door. 
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H ow sociable and self-assured your kitten grows up to be depends largely on her expe-riences early in life. Exposing 
kittens to a wide variety of people, plac-
es, and situations that they are likely to 
encounter over their lifetime—while they 
are still young—can foster good grown-
up behavior. These positive and diverse 
experiences will make your kitten more 
likely to enjoy social interactions and 
novel experiences without fear or ag-
gression in the future. This is what kit-
ten socialization is all about. The ideal time to socialize your kitten 

is when she is between 4 and 14 weeks of 
age. Planning, preparation, and positive 
reinforcement are the keys to successful 
socialization. By providing favorite treats 
and toys during socialization, your kit-
ten will associate desirable things with 
experiences, thus creating positive and 
pleasant memories.

TRAVELLING HOMETo acclimate your kitten to her forever 
home, expose her to all sorts of other 
people, pets, visitors, and noises. This 
includes people not only of different 
ages, races, genders, and sizes but also 
people wearing hats or glasses and 
people with wheelchairs or walkers. 
Typical household noises can include 
appliances (dishwasher, blender), vac-

uums, radios, and televisions. Allow 
people to gently handle your kitten’s 
paws, ears, mouth, and body. Be sure to 
provide lots of positive reinforcement. 
Be sure to provide lots of positive rein-
forcement.

SETTING UP THE CAGE to other pets, it’s best do so gradually. 
Because a cat’s sense of smell is very im-
portant, you might try transferring some 
of the smells of other pets onto your 
kitten before making introductions. It 
can also help to introduce the animals 
to each other when they are separated 
by a baby gate or cracked door. This al-
lows them to meet each other by scent 
first. Introduce kittens to calm, gentle 
dogs at first, preferably while the dog 
is leashed. Oxf course, be sure to sepa-
rate the animals if either of them shows 
signs of aggression. Oxf course, be sure 
to separate the animals if either of them 
shows signs of aggression. first. Intro-
duce kittens to calm, gentle dogs at first, 
preferably while the dog is leashed. Oxf 

course, be sure to separate the animals 
if either of them shows signs of aggres-
sion. Oxf course, be sure to separate the 
animals if either of them shows signs of 
aggression.

THE CARRIER, THE CAR,  AND THE CLINICTo associate a pleasant response to the 
presence of the carrier, leave the carri-
er in the kitten’s environment for easy 
access. Kittens should have to option to 
enter and exit the carrier by choice. Pro-
vide comfortable bedding in the carrier 
while occasionally hiding treats and toys 
for exploration. Feeding canned food in 
the carrier daily allows for a positive ex-
perience with entering the carrier.Once the kitten is comfortable with 

the carrier itself, place the carrier inside 
a vehicle. Be sure the vehicle tempera-
ture is appropriate and comfortable be-
fore placing the kitten inside. Secure the 
carrier on the floor behind the passen-
ger seat, and make sure the kitten has 
good footing for stability. Consider feline 
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How sociable and self-assured your kitten grows up to be depends largely on her expe-

riences early in life. Exposing kittens to a wide variety of people, plac-es, and situations that they are likely to encounter over their lifetime—while they are still young—can foster good grown-up behavior. These positive and diverse experiences will make your kitten more likely to enjoy social interactions and novel experiences without fear or ag-gression in the future. This is what kit-ten socialization is all about. 
The ideal time to socialize your kitten is when she is between 4 and 14 weeks of age. Planning, preparation, and positive reinforcement are the keys to successful socialization. By providing favorite treats and toys during socialization, your kit-ten will associate desirable things with experiences, thus creating positive and pleasant memories.

TRAVELLING HOME
To acclimate your kitten to her forever home, expose her to all sorts of other people, pets, visitors, and noises. This includes people not only of different ages, races, genders, and sizes but also people wearing hats or glasses and people with wheelchairs or walkers. Typical household noises can include appliances (dishwasher, blender), vac-uums, radios, and televisions. Allow people to gently handle your kitten’s paws, ears, mouth, and body. Be sure to provide lots of positive reinforcement. Be sure to provide lots of positive rein-forcement.

SETTING UP THE CAGE
 to other pets, it’s best do so gradually. Because a cat’s sense of smell is very im-portant, you might try transferring some of the smells of other pets onto your kitten before making introductions. It can also help to introduce the animals 

to each other when they are separated by a baby gate or cracked door. This al-lows them to meet each other by scent first. Introduce kittens to calm, gentle dogs at first, preferably while the dog is leashed. Oxf course, be sure to sepa-rate the animals if either of them shows 
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H
ow sociable and self-assured 

your kitten grows up to be 

depends largely on her expe-

riences early in life. Exposing 

kittens to a wide variety of people, plac-

es, and situations that they are likely 

to encounter over their lifetime—while 

they are still young—can 

foster good grown-up be-

havior. These positive and 

diverse experiences will 

make your kitten more 

likely to enjoy social in-

teractions and novel ex-

periences without fear or 

aggression in the future. 

This is what kitten social-

ization is all about. 

The ideal time to social-

ize your kitten is when she is between 

4 and 14 weeks of age. Planning, prepa-

ration, and positive reinforcement are 

the keys to successful socialization. By 

providing favorite treats and toys during 

socialization, your kitten will associate 

desirable things with experiences, thus 

creating positive and pleasant memories.

PEOPLE, OTHER PETS, AND NOISES

To acclimate your kitten to her forever 

home, expose her to all sorts of other 

people, pets, visitors, and noises. This 

includes people not only 

of different ages, rac-

es, genders, and sizes 

but also people wearing 

hats or glasses and peo-

ple with wheelchairs or 

walkers. Typical house-

hold noises can include 

appliances (dishwasher, 

blender), vacuums, radi-

os, and televisions. Allow 

people to gently handle 

your kitten’s paws, ears, mouth, and 

body. Be sure to provide lots of posi-

tive reinforcement in association with 

these different types of people.

When exposing your kitten to other 

pets, it’s best do so gradually. Because 
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Kitten Socialization 

Made Easy
What About Kitty  

Kindergarten? 

Kitten socialization classes—also 

known as kitty kindergarten—have 

become quite popular in recent 

years. They are successful be-

cause they offer the opportunity 

for young cats to interact and play 

with people and other kittens in a 

social setting. Because classes of-

ten take place over multiple days, 

they also provide the opportunity 

for carrier and vehicle training. 

Many classes are held in veteri-

nary clinics, which helps acclimate 

the kittens to the hospital environ-

ment and equipment, and are led 

by the veterinary staff, who can 

guide the socialization process 

and answer any questions you 

have about nutrition, grooming, 

and other care.
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Planning, 

preparation, 

and positive 

reinforcement 

are the keys 

to successful 

socialization.

(Continued on the following page)

For More Fast Fact Sheets, visit
AmericanVeterinarian.com/educated-client

Check in with Us!
Have questions? Feel free to 
check in with us at any point. 
If you don’t think brushing is 
working for any reason, we can 
help you try something else. 
We can recommend products 
approved by the Veterinary Oral 
Health Council that may suit your 
situation better.


